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A melodic original collection of Native American style music. A continued journey through a spectacular

sacred vision. Part two of Visions of Ten Moons ( Spirits Are Born) Unique production 13 MP3 Songs in

this album (68:58) ! Related styles: WORLD: Native American, EASY LISTENING: Background Music

People who are interested in R. Carlos Nakai Scott August should consider this download. Details: Go to

Official web site for more info on Heartflight @ heartflight.com Heartflight represents the human kind in

thoughts, emotions and feelings that are playing out in the everyday drama of life's experiences. It is

music from the heart, a social commentary put to music, a casual observation of one who experiences

life. Heartflight is more than mere music. The words reach into your heart to trigger your thoughts and

feelings to increase your awareness of the journey, your journey! As an adjunctive to the music, people

can actually help save the planet, and each other. Two years in the making, comes a new very unique

different CD from Heartflight. The music can be sampled briefly on the music page. Translucent (Spirits ar

Born) is an original Native American Style mellow music CD. It is filled with rhapsodies of flutes and

mellow strings etc. Its a magical journey through visions with titles such as,Spirits have Arrived, Prjuta

Washasha(Spirit Man), Blue Star Kachina ( New Star 2012), One Who Dances with Ancient Spirits,

Purification of Ina Maka( Mother Earth), Prisoner of a Desert Sun, Tiny Kachine (Rain Dancer), Indian

Summer Breeze, Yuideca Wi'yaka (Tear Feather), Wind Walker Dancing with Wambli(Eagles), Red Man

with a Blue Heart. 13 new original songs, total time (65:86) (Recommend ear phones)Feel the music!!

Learn more about the true Vision that brought about this excellent CD.Go to heartflightand click Gathering

of Hearts. While your there, sign up for the Heartflight Gathering of Hearts fan base. Now for those that

have purchased the CD you will have noticed on the traycard (back) that the vision continues. This is the

vision behind the music. The vision represents NO religious affiliate; it is a Vision of a vision quest in

Native American tradition. Translucent(Spirits Have Arrived)(C) Your Journey begins: HF08/09
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